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An ST cut quartz 261MHz surface acoustic wave (SAW) delay line
mercury vapor sensor was designed, fabricated, and tested. A gold sensing film
was sputtered onto the delay path of a SAW device to collect mercury for
detection. The sensor's ability to detect mercury was due to the strong interaction
between gold and mercury, known as amalgamation. In the present work, a
large number of gold films of various thicknesses were exposed to low
concentrations of gaseous mercury. It was shown for thinner films (i.e. 25A) the
total amount of mercury that could be absorbed was limited; however, the
response time for this film was fast and the response slope was linear with
respect to mercury concentration. It was also shown that the slope responses for
the thicker films (i.e. 500A) were linear with respect to mercury concentration, but
the response time and the response magnitude were significantly reduced. In
the case of the thinner film, the decrease in frequency was attributed primarily to
mass loading, while for the thicker film the changes in frequency were due to
both mass loading and elastic stiffening. For the thick film the mass loading

response (frequency decrease) was offset by the elastic stiffening response
(frequency increase). This resulted in a decrease in response slope resolution
with respect to mercury concentration.
In conclusion the present work clearly indicates that a judicious choice of
gold film thickness between these two thickness extremes results in a mercury
sensor capable of very rapid detection of low mercury concentration levels with
high resolution over a wide dynamic range.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
1.l.
Background

Mercury originating from nuclear fuel and weapons production and
disposal, fossil fuel combustion, waste incineration, mining operations, and a
variety of industrial processes is a ubiquitous environmental pollutant found in air,
soil, and groundwater. Mercury is particularly dangerous since it can bioaccumulate within the food chain and lead to irreversible neurological disorders
and other health-related problems in humans. Furthermore, due to its
teratogenic nature, mercury toxicity is particularly deleterious in unborn fetuses
and young children [I -31.
The wide spread transportation of mercury is achieved most efficiently in
its elemental form. Since mercury is an element, it can neither be created nor
destroyed and elemental mercury that is released into the environment
continuously cycles between the air, land, and water. Once released to the
atmosphere, elemental mercury can travel thousands of miles away from
emission sources and eventually find its way to coastal and inland waters by
direct deposition or from watershed from terrestrial soils [I ,4].
The most common forms of mercury found in water, soil, plants, and
animals are inorganic mercury salts and organic forms of mercury (i.e.
methylmercury). Nearly all of the mercury that works its way up the aquatic food
web is methylmercury and since it is easily absorbed and not so easily removed,
methylmercury is the most dangerous form of mercury in our environment.

Inorganic forms and elemental mercury are absorbed less efficiently and easily
eliminated [I].
With the enactment of Title Ill of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments [5]
considerable money and effort have been directed toward the development of
mercury measurement techniques for stationary source emissions. Concern
about the effects of mercury pollution on our environment, wildlife, and human
population has driven a flurry of scientific activity into understanding the creation,
transportation, control, and effects of mercury pollution from both industrial and
commercial sources. Even with the completion of the EPA Mercury Study Report
to Congress [I], uncertainty remains about the quantity, pathways, and effects of
mercury in our environment.
Application of SAW mercury sensors as ambient, real-time monitors for
elemental mercury could aid in the understanding of mercury transport from
major emissions sources to the surrounding environment.

1.2. Previous Work on Mercury Microsensors

Current techniques that are used to detect mercury require a variety of
elaborate separation strategies in conjunction with chromatographic,
electrochemical or spectroscopic methods [6-151. Although these techniques are
sensitive (0.001pptr to 5ppb Hg), they are expensive, bulky, and inappropriate for
portable, ambient monitoring; typically samples must be collected and shipped to
a centralized laboratory or processing facility for analysis.

The most relevant work that has been done which might lead to a
portable, ambient mercury sensor has utilized chemiresistive, resonant
microcantilever, or acoustic wave technology. McNerney et al [ I 61 demonstrated
that the resistance of a thin gold film changes upon exposure to mercury due to
the formation of a mercury-gold amalgam. This type of chemiresistive device
utilizes a thin gold film typically shaped into a resistive serpentine pattern. (Figure
1. l ) As mercury amalgamates with the gold it will cause a corresponding change
in the resistance of the serpentine pattern. The rate of change of the resistance
is indicative of the concentration of mercury being analyzed. McNerney's work
later led to a commercial sensor produced by Jerome Instruments [ I 71.
Bristow [181 and, later, other investigators [ I 9-25] demonstrated that a
gold-coated AT cut thickness shear mode (TSM) acoustic wave resonator (Figure
1.2a) could be used to detect mercury. A TSM device, more commonly known
as a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), is a thin disk of AT-cut quartz with faces
typically metallized with gold.
Being piezoelectric, AT-cut quartz exhibits a unique coupling between its
mechanical and electrical domains. When a voltage is applied across the
thickness of the AT-cut crystal, it will experience a mechanical shear
deformation. The maximum shear displacement occurs at the crystal faces
(Figure 1.2b), making the surface of the TSM sensitive to mechanical
perturbations such as mass loading, viscosity, and elasticity. Typically, an
oscillator circuit is used to electrically excite the TSM resonator at either its
fundamental resonant frequency or at one of its overtones.
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Figure 1.1 Illustration of a chemiresistive mercury sensor.
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Figure 1.2 Thickness Shear Mode (TSM) mercury sensor. a) Illustration of a
TSM resonator. b) Side view of the displacement profile throughout the
thickness of the TSM device.

A TSM device with gold electrodes is an ideal candidate for a mercury
detector. When mercury amalgamates with the gold, the added mass will cause
the oscillation frequency of the device to decrease. The rate of change of the
oscillation frequency is a function of the mercury concentration.
Thundat et al [26]demonstrated that a resonating gold-coated
microcantilever could be used to detect low mercury concentrations (Figure 1.3).
Depending on the placement of the gold film, two different modes of operation
were reported. When the gold film was placed onto the silicon nitride
microcantilever tip (Figure 1.3), exposure to mercury resulted in a mass loading
response where the resonant frequency of the oscillating microcantilever
decreased. The rate of change of the oscillation frequency was a function of the
mercury concentration. When the gold film was placed onto the whole
microcantilever (Figure 1.4), including where the legs attached to the chip base,
exposure to mercury resulted in a bulk elastic stiffening response where the
microcantilever oscillation frequency increased due to an increasing
microcantilever spring constant. The change in the spring constant was caused
by the changing bulk elastic properties of the gold film when exposed to mercury.

Cantilever
Arm
I
Gold

Figure 1.3 Illustration of a microcantilever mercury sensor with a gold coated tip.

Gold Coated
Cantilever Gold

Figure 1.4 Illustration of a microcantilever mercury sensor with a gold coated
arm and tip for bulk elasticity based measurements.
The rate of change of the increasing resonant frequency was a function of the
mercury concentration. For the thickness range of the gold films used in that
study, 200 to 500 A, the thicker films resulted in larger responses due to bulk
elastic stiffening.
Sauberlich et al [27] proposed and patented a design for a surface
acoustic wave (SAW) based sensor for mercury, but never actually built or tested
it. Similar work done by Andle et al in the area of aqueous mercury detection [28311 led to the work done by Caron et al [32] who showed the first experimental
proof that a SAW delay line coated with a gold film could be utilized for the
detection of gaseous mercury. Further work done by Haskell et al [33], the same
work presented in this thesis, demonstrated the effects of film thickness on the
response of the SAW mercury sensor.
The SAW mercury sensor consists of a thin piece of piezoelectric
substrate, on top of which, a pair of aluminum interdigital transducers (IDTs) are
fabricated. The arrangement of the SAW structure has an input IDT, a delay
path and an output IDT (Figure 1.5). Due to its stability at room temperature, STcut quartz is typically used for low temperature mercury detection. Similar to the
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Figure 1.5 Illustration of a SAW delay line.

TSM device, a voltage applied to the input transducer will cause a mechanical
deformation (Figure 1.6a). Instead of a shear deformation, a vertically polarized
deformation will occur, causing a mechanical surface wave to travel from the
input IDT, across the delay path to the output IDT where it gets converted back to
an electrical signal (Figure 1.6b and Figure 1.6~).
Typically, the SAW is set up in an oscillator configuration where the output
is amplified and fed back to the input. As long as the closed loop gain is greater
than one and the phase shift around the loop is a multiple of 271,then a standing
surface acoustic wave will be generated where the resonance frequency is
determined by the velocity of the surface wave in the quartz substrate and the
periodic spacing of the IDTs.
The application of the SAW delay line as a mercury sensor is achieved
with the placement of a thin gold film in the delay path. (Figure 1.7) When
exposed to mercury, mechanical perturbations in mass and bulk elasticity will
cause the velocity of the propagating wave to decrease or increase, causing a
corresponding change in the oscillation frequency. The rate of change of the
oscillation frequency can be correlated to the mercury concentration.

Input - v +
IDT

Delay
Path

Output
IDT

Traveling Surface Wave >-

Figure 1.6 Side view illustration of a SAW delay line. a) Application of a voltage
on the input IDT. b) Surface wave traveling across the delay path. c) Surface
wave being received by the output IDT.

Gold Sensing
Film

R F Amplifier
Figure 1.7 Illustration of a single delay line SAW mercury sensor setup in an
oscillator configuration.

There are many advantages and disadvantages associated with these
mercury microsensors when compared to the traditional spectroscopic
techniques.
One major disadvantage is that microsensors tend to be less sensitive, but
only because of their mode of operation. Many of the spectroscopic techniques
report ultra low sensitivity [I 51, but this is usually achieved by pre-concentrating
the mercury onto a gold trap. After some time, the trap is then heated and
purged with an inert gas into the instrument where the liberated mercury can be
quantified. The microsensors, on the other hand, are continuously sampling the
ambient mercury levels in real time and thus the detection limit has some finite
value. If the microsensors were used in conjunction with a gold trap, there is a
possibility that their detection limits could be much lower.
Another disadvantage associated with microsensors has to do with the
use of a gold film as a mercury collector. The adsorption of mercury onto the
gold film is an integrating process where essentially all the mercury that comes
into contact with the gold will stick to it indefinitely, until the gold film becomes
saturated. At this point, the sensor needs to be heated to drive off the mercury.
This down time associated with the cleaning process can be circumvented with
the use of multiple sensing elements. Since the size of the sensing element is of
the order of millimeters, the extra space taken up by additional sensors is
negligible.
The final and most critical disadvantage associated with microsensors has
to do with the selectivity of the gold film as a mercury collector in the presence of

hydrogen sulfide. McNerney, et al [16] indicated that the thin gold film sensor
responded almost as well to hydrogen sulfide as it did to mercury. In fact,
Jerome Instruments sells a hydrogen sulfide detector based on the same gold
film architecture as their mercury detector [17].
Advantages of microsensors are the overall size, cost, and power
consumption associated with the instrument. All of the microsensors discussed
are fabricated in batch quantities using standard semiconductor processing
techniques. Essentially, as the number of devices per batch increases, the cost
per device will go down. With the exception of the microcantilever, standard
electronic packaging exists to house the various microsensors. All the support
electronics and intelligence can be fabricated on small printed circuit boards and
the overall instrument size can be miniaturized into a portable, hand-held
instrument that will cost thousands of dollars less than their competing
spectroscopic competitors.

1.3. Purpose of the Analysis

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a SAW-based gaseous mercury
detector and to demonstrate its ability to detect mercury. In order to achieve this
goal, a great deal of engineering development, fabrication, and testing was
necessary.
First, a large number of sensor modules (i.e. dual delay line SAW chip,
heater, RTD, oscillator circuits, and gas chamber) needed to be fabricated and
fully characterized. In addition, temperature control support electronics were

designed, assembled, and characterized to give calibration curves that could be
used by a test computer to precisely control the temperature.
In order to fully characterize the mercury sensor's ability to detect
mercury, a mercury delivery system and corresponding control circuitry for
interfacing with a computer needed to be designed, built, and calibrated.
Preliminary testing revealed the SAW device was sensitivity to pressure
fluctuations caused by the valve switching in the mercury delivery system thus a
new sampling method had to be developed.
Finally, once all various parts of the experiment were in place, the sensors
were tested and fully characterized upon exposure to low level concentrations of
gaseous mercury.

1.4. Organization

This thesis contains five chapters of which the Introduction is the first.
Chapter 2 explains the theory of operation of the SAW mercury sensor.
Beginning with section 2.1, the operation of a SAW delay line is presented.
Section 2.2 focuses on the experimental SAW device and the conditions
necessary to create a SAW delay line oscillator. Section 2.3 discusses the gold
film as a sensing layer followed by section 2.4 which presents a simple model for
the mechanical perturbation effects encountered by the gold-coated SAW device.
Chapter 3 gives an explanation of the experimental setup used to evaluate
the SAW mercury sensor. Section 3.1 gives a brief overview of chapter 3, while
section 3.2 describes the design of a mercury delivery system used to evaluate

the SAW mercury sensor. Section 3.2 also discusses the sampling system used
to deliver the mercury gas and how it can improve the sensor response. Section
3.3 covers the packaging of the SAW sensor. It details the layout of the SAW
sensing element, the heater, the resistive thermal device (RTD), oscillator
circuits, and gas chamber. Section 3.4 details the design of the oscillator circuit.
Section 3.5 explains the microheater and support circuitry, while section 3.6
discusses the RTD and temperature measurement circuitry. Section 3.7
concludes with the data acquisition and control.
Chapter 4 presents the results of the testing on the SAW mercury sensor
and demonstrates the effect of the gold film thickness on the sensor response.
Section 4.1 defines the testing procedure used to evaluate all the SAW mercury
sensors. Section 4.2 examines the observed response magnitude and slope as
a function of the gold film thickness. Section 4.3 presents the response
magnitude and slope as a function of concentration and section 4.4 is a
discussion of the results.
Finally chapter 5 summarizes the thesis, provides conclusions, and
presents some possible future research directions.

Chapter 2. THEORY OF OPERATION OF THE MERCURY SENSOR
This chapter explains the theory of operation of the SAW mercury sensor.
The generation and propagation of a simple SAW is reviewed and the layout of
the split finger design and its advantages are discussed. The experimental SAW
delay line is presented and the conditions required for oscillation are explained.
The use of a gold film as a sensing element is then discussed. Finally, a simple
model explaining the gold film/mercury interaction and its effect on SAW velocity
is presented.

2.1. The SAW Delay Line

A simple SAW delay line with uniform transducers is shown in Figure 2.1.
The delay line consists of an input interdigital transducer (IDT), a delay path and
an output interdigital transducer (IDT). When a sinusoidal voltage is applied to
the input IDT, a spatially varying electric field is generated which is determined
by the periodic spacing of the IDT structure. This in turn produces a mechanical
Piezoelectric Substrate
I

Figure 2.1 An illustration of a simple delay line structure.
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displacement resulting in a surface wave being propagated from the input IDT,
across the delay path to the output IDT where it gets converted back to an
electrical signal. The wavelength of the SAW is determined by the IDT spacing (
Figure 2.1) and the velocity is determined by the piezoelectric substrate and
orientation. Since the wavelength and the velocity of the SAW are fixed, the
design frequency of the SAW is determined by

where v and h are the velocity and the wavelength of the propagating SAW,
respectively.
In order for there to be efficient coupling of electrical energy into mechanical
energy, the frequency of the sinusoidal voltage should be close to the design
frequency of the SAW. Signals that are not close to the design frequency get
attenuated, resulting in very little signal being received at the output. Signals that
are close to the design frequency are efficiently coupled into mechanical energy,
propagated across the delay path and converted back into electrical energy with
very little loss.
In reality, the simple IDT is a bidirectional structure which means that the
generated surface waves will propagate in both directions away from the input
IDT. Therefore, one half of the input power is propagated across the delay path,
while the other half of the input power is propagated toward the end of the
substrate. This results in a % power loss (3dB) per IDT or a total of 6dB insertion
loss for a simple IDT delay line structure.
14

Other second-order effects can cause additional losses andlor create noise in
the frequency response of the SAW delay line [34-351. One of the most
significant of these effects is called the triple-transit response. When a surface
wave travels across the delay path, the output transducer can produce a
reflected wave, which travels back across the delay path. This reflected wave
can then be reflected once again by the input IDT where it propagates across the
delay path to the output IDT. The reflected wave thus travels across the
substrate surface three times before it gets converted back into an electrical
signal by the output IDT. This triple-transit effect can result in significant rippling
in the frequency amplitude and phase response.
One way to reduce this triple-transit response is to design the electrode
structure to cancel out reflections. The electrode structure utilized in this thesis
work accomplishes this with a split-finger transducer, also called a doubleelectrode transducer, shown in Figure 2.2

.

The split-finger transducer utilizes pairs of shorted electrodes that are AJ8
wide with a AJ8 spacing in between them. The uniqueness of this structure is in
the way that reflected surface waves from a pair of shorted electrodes will cancel
each other out. The electrically shorted fingers are 90" apart in phase for a
traveling surface wave. When an incident wave travels across the first finger of
the shorted pair, part of the wave is reflected and travels in the opposite
direction. When the incident wave continues, traveling a distance of 90" in phase
to the second finger of the shorted pair, a little bit more of the wave is reflected.
The second reflected wave has to travel an additional 90" in phase to be in the
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Figure 2.2 Split-finger transducer SAW delay line.

same location as the first reflected wave, but now the second reflected wave is
180" out of phase with the first reflected wave. The two reflected waves will
cancel each other resulting in a significant reduction of the triple-transit response.

2.2. The Experimental SAW Delay Line Oscillator

The SAW sensing element used for this thesis work was originally
designed by Dr. Jeffrey C. Andle for Sensor Research and Development Corp.
The structure is a 261 MHz split-finger dual delay line structure fabricated on a
0.5 mm thick ST-quartz substrate (Figure 2.3). There are two delay lines, one of
which is left bare and is typically used as a reference. The other delay line is
coated with a 0.050" (-1 O6h) wide gold sensing film. Electrical contacts parallel
to the delay path allow the measurement of the gold film conductivity.
For a 261 MHz ST-quartz SAW delay line, the acoustic wavelength is
approximately 12pm. For a split-finger transducer with a 50% finger width to
space ratio, this corresponds to 1.5pm line widths and spaces. Each IDT is

Reference

Figure 2.3 261 MHz SAW dual delay line sensing element design parameters.

160h wide, but 5h on each end of the IDT are guard electrodes to reduce end
effects [34]. The delay path is 150h wide and the acoustic aperture is 1 mm wide.
Figure 2.4 shows the frequency response of a 261 MHz split-finger delay
line. As shown, the delay line has a 3dB bandwidth slightly less than 1 MHz with
a little over 2 7 radians of phase shift. Depending on the gold film thickness and
the quality of the SAW device, insertion losses ranging from 13 to 16dB were
typically encountered.
The simplest way to set up the SAW delay line is to place it in a loop with
an amplifier to create an oscillator configuration. Two conditions must be met in
order for the delay line to oscillate. First, the closed loop gain must be greater
than or equal to one. This is easily accomplished by setting the amplifier gain
slightly greater than the loss at the center frequency of the device. This will limit
the oscillation frequency to the vicinity of the SAW design frequency.

261MHz ST-Quartz Split-Finger SAW Delay Line Frequency Response
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Figure 2.4 Measured Frequency Response of a 261MHz Split-Finger SAW
Delay Line.
The second condition requires the total phase shift around the loop to be a
multiple of 2n. Since, the phase shift through the amplifier, components, and
traces is fixed, the oscillation frequency will be determined by whatever phase is
necessary to make the total loop phase a multiple of 2n. By carefully setting the
amplifier gain and component phase, the circuit can be made to oscillate at only
one single frequency.

2.3. The Gold Film as a Sensing Layer

The SAW has been shown to be sensitive to both electrical and
mechanical properties of a sensing film [36-371. Changes in conductivity, mass,
and elasticity will cause a corresponding change in the oscillation frequency of a

SAW delay line oscillator. For the case of a metal sensing layer, the electrical
properties of the film can be neglected since the conductivity of the metal film will
be well out of the range of sensitivity of the SAW device [38].For the gold films
utilized in this thesis, the resistances ranged from 8 to 500mQ for the film
dimensions shown in the previous section.
The SAW mercury sensor's ability to detect mercury is due to the strong
interaction between the gold film and mercury, known as amalgamation. Upon
sorption of mercury onto and into the gold film, perturbations in the film mass and
viscoelastic properties induce corresponding changes in the propagation of the
SAW. In general, mass accumulation of mercury onto and into the gold film will
result in a corresponding decrease in the oscillation frequency, while increases in
the stiffness of the mercuryJgold amalgam will result in increases in oscillation
frequency.
For the mass loading scenario, the amount of observed frequency shift will
depend mainly on the adsorption of mercury onto the surface area of the gold
film. We can calculate the amount of expected frequency shift for a monolayer of
mercury sticking to the surface of the gold sensing film by assuming that the
mercury atoms are stacked side by side on the surface of a flat gold film with no
surface morphology.
The diameter and area of one mercury atom are d = 342

and

a = 1 . 1 7 ~ 1 0 - ~ ~ r nrespectively.
m~,
The total number of mercury atoms in 1mm2of

surface area is then found by dividing 1mm2of surface area by the area of one
mercury atom.

lmm 2

#atoms =

-

= 8.55 1012atoms

1.17 10-13mm2

The number of Hg atoms/mm2is then AH,

= 8 . 5 5 . 1012atoms / m m 2 and the

, , can then be found by

mass of ~ g / m m M
~,

where MWHg is the molecular weight of mercury and N a is Avagadro's number.
Doing the calculation we get MH, = 2.85ng / mm2 .
The mass sensitivity, S
,,

for an X-propagating ST-quartz SAW delay line

is reported to be S, = 0.132. fO2 in units of Hz .mm2 1ng [39], where fo is design
frequency of the SAW in units of MHz. The expected mass loading frequency

, is then given by,

shift, A,f

Afm=-~.S,-MHg,
where

K

(2.3)

is the ratio of the gold film width, Wfilm, over the IDT center-to-center

distance, Ween,

. As shown in Figure 2.3 of the previous section WBlm

= 106. A

and Ween,

= 3 1 0 . A gives us a value of K = 0.342 and an expected frequency

shift of A,f

= -8764Hz = 3 3 . 6 p p m . For the gold sensing films utilized in this

thesis work, frequency shifts ranging from 6,000Hz (23ppm) to 12,000Hz
(46ppm) were observed.
For the elastic stiffening scenario, the amount of increasing frequency shift
will depend on the gold film thickness. Work done by D'Amico et al [40]

demonstrated the significance of palladium metal film thickness on the amount of
observed elastic stiffening response to hydrogen in a nitrogen carrier gas. Using
a 76MHz Pd coated YZ-LiNbOs delay line operated at room temperature; they
showed that the frequency change was dominated by elastic stiffening and had a
quasi-exponential relationship with respect to the Pd sensing film thickness. For
a

l0/o

H2 in N2 concentration, Pd sensing film thicknesses of 1900, 3800, and

7600A resulted in shifts in frequency of 14, 25, and 120ppm, respectively.
Comparing this to an equivalent ST-quartz SAW delay line and noting that the
coupling coefficient is approximately 100X less results in expected frequency
shifts of 0.14, 0.25, and 1.2ppmI respectively for an ST-quartz hydrogen sensor.
Comparing this to the mercury responses presented in this thesis (23 to
46ppm), this doesn't seem like a significant amount of response due to stiffening,
but it is speculated that the mercurylgold interaction will result in much greater
elastic stiffening especially for the thicker gold sensing films. Unfortunately,
literature describing the elastic properties of mercurylgold amalgam as a function
of mercury concentration is difficult to find, but knowing that mercury has been
utilized in silver-based dental amalgam alludes to the potential for significant
elastic stiffening of mercury as it forms an alloy with the gold sensing film.
If this is the case then the net sensor response will be a superposition of
two very different response mechanisms, one due to mass loading and another
due to elastic stiffening. For both thin and thick films the response will be due
mostly to mass loading, while for the thicker range of films presented in this
thesis, the response will be a superposition of mass loading and elastic stiffening.

2.4. A Simple Model for Mechanical Effects

The behavior of the SAW mercury sensor can be modeled using simplified
perturbation theory [36-381. This method results in a simple closed-form
expression describing SAW frequency fluctuations due to perturbations of the
mechanical and electrical properties of an overlay film.
In the present case, it can be assumed that electrical perturbations to the
highly conductive gold film have a negligible effect on the device frequency.
Mechanical perturbations, on the other hand, including changes in film mass and
elasticity, can have a significant impact. The fractional change in oscillation
frequency due to mass and elasticity perturbations can be expressed using the
Tiersten formula [41],

where K is the fractional coverage of the gold film over the IDT center-to-center
distance, f is the nominal operating frequency, his the film thickness, p is the
film density, kiare the normalized particle velocities in the xidirection, v0 is the
nominal SAW velocity, and A and p are the Lame constants of the film.
Examining the equation closely, one can see that the mass-induced frequency
variations are embodied in the p terms, while the elasticity-induced changes are
embodied in the terms containing A and p

.

It is apparent from Equation 2.4 that increases in film mass result in a
decrease in oscillation frequency, while increases in mechanical stiffness result
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in the opposite behavior. In the case of mercury amalgamation to a thin gold
film, both of these situations arise. However, the interaction can be modeled as
two parallel regions, the film surface where mass loading dominates, and the
bulk where elasticity effects are much more pronounced.
It's worth noting that since mass loading is dependent on the available
surface area, the amount of observed mass loading will change as the available
surface area changes with respect to the gold film thickness. It has been pointed
out that the shape of the gold islands as the film thickness approaches a
continuous gold film is most likely hemispherical in shape [42-441. If this is the
case, then the available surface area will not be a linear function of the gold film
thickness as the gold film becomes continuous. This is shown pictorially in
Figure 2.5.
In the first case, (A), the film is so thin that the cohesive gold forms
hemispherical "islands", rather than a continuous thin film. Case (B) shows a film
which is maximized for surface area, but not quite continuous. This thickness will
be denoted as h,,, . Case (C) shows a film which is just continuous with a
slightly reduced surface area. This thickness will be denoted as h, . Case (D)
shows a film which is very continuous with the surface area much less than that
of h,,,

.

The surface of case (D) is relatively smooth compared to that of the

non-continuous films. Finally, (E) shows a much thicker continuous gold film with
approximately the same surface area and smoothness as (D).
A plot of the available gold film surface area as a function of the gold film
thickness is shown in Figure 2.6. For extremely thin films that form

Case A : Non-continuous
Gold Film (h < h,,,)
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I

Case D : Continuous
Thin Gold Film (h > h,)

Case C : Continuous
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I
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Case E : Continuous
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Figure 2.5 Gold film structure as a function of film thickness. The first film (A) is
thin and non-continuous, the second film (B) is thin and non-continuous with
maximized surface area, the third film (C) is just continuous with a slightly
reduced surface area, the fourth film (D) is more continuous with even less
surface area, and the last film (E) is thick with approximately the same surface
area as the thinner continuous film (D).

Figure 2.6 Gold film surface area as a function of gold film thickness.
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hemispherical islands, case (A), the surface area increases as the film thickness
increases. When the gold film thickness reaches hmax, case (B), the
hemispherical gold islands are just touching each other and the available gold
film surface area is maximized. This results in the peak in the curve shown in
,
Figure 2.6. Increasing the film thickness slightly greater than,,h

case (C),

results in the gold islands coming together to create a continuous film at a
thickness of h,

.

For case (C), there is a reduction in the available surface area.

A further increase in film thickness, case (D), results in a decrease in the
available surface area. At this point the surface of the gold film is relatively
smooth and flat. Finally, when the film is much greater than h, case (E), the
available surface area is almost the same as the available surface area for case
(Dl.
For all of these cases, the surface mercury thickness at saturation is
assumed to be constant, so that the total mass of mercury as a function of gold
film thickness is proportional to the available gold film surface area. In this film
region, the mass of the adsorbed mercury dominates the frequency change in
the sensor. This is shown pictorially in Figure 2.7.
For extremely thin films which form islands, the surface area, and
therefore mass of surface mercury, increases as the film thickness increases.
Thus, over this range, 0<h < hmax, increasing thickness will result in increased
adsorption.
A slight increase in film thickness greater than hmaxresults in the gold
islands coming together to create a continuous film at a thickness of h,.
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Figure 2.7 Mercury covered gold films as a function of film thickness. All films
have approximately the same coverage of surface mercury. The first film (A) is
thin and non-continuous, the second film (B) is thin and non-continuous with
maximized surface area, the third film (C) is just continuous with a slightly
reduced surface area, the fourth film (D) is more continuous with even less
surface area, and the last film (E) is thick with approximately the same surface
area as the thinner continuous film (D).

However, there is a slight reduction in the film surface area and a corresponding
reduction in the mass of surface mercury. Over this range,, ,h

< h < h, ,

increasing thickness will result in decreased adsorption.
As the film thickness continues to increase to just above h,

the surface

area continues to decrease as the gold islands collapse into each other. Over
this range, h> h, , increasing film thickness results in decreased adsorption.
For thicker films, on the other hand, the surface mercury layer remains
essentially constant. Thus, for h >> h, sensitivity to the surface mercury layer is
virtually unaffected by increasing thickness.
The second region important in the model under development is the bulk
of the film. It has been shown previously that mercury can penetrate a gold film
to a depth, h, , of several thousand angstroms [45]. In this regime, 0<h < h, , the
relatively small concentration of absorbed mercury increases mass only slightly,
but dramatically increases the film stiffness. Because mechanically-induced
frequency changes are proportional to the film thickness, h , (Equation 2.4), this
effect will be more pronounced as thickness increases.
Considering both film regions in parallel, the surface mercury layer and the
amalgam bulk, one would expect to see increasing sensitivity to mercury for
increasing thicknesses up o
th,

, due to mass loading effects of the increased

surface area outweighing the elasticity effects of increased bulk volume. For
films in the range of, ,h

< h < h, , one would expect to see a decreasing sensitivity

trend due to the reduced gold film surface area and corresponding reduced

surface adsorption of mercury. In this range, elasticity effects would be just
beginning due to the onset of a continuous film. For films thicker than h, up to a
thickness of h, , however, one would expect a decreasing sensitivity trend, due
to the only slight increase in film mass being offset by the increase in stiffness.
Figure 2.8 plots these trends for the mass loading and stiffening effects alone, as
well as the net response from both effects simultaneously.
It is important to note that the model presented considers only the steadystate response magnitude. It is likely that the surface mercury layer approaches
steady-state much more quickly than the bulk of the film, which relies on slower
diffusion processes to reach steady-state. Thus, a dynamic model may be
significantly more complicated than its steady-state counterpart, and pre-steadystate response slopes may not follow the same trend as steady-state response
magnitudes.

Figure 2.8 Expected sensitivity of SAW mercury sensor for mass loading, elastic
stiffening, and both effects simultaneously as a function of film thickness.

Chapter 3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
3.1

Overview

The development and testing of a SAW mercury sensor requires
numerous key subsystems. There are many physical and electrical components,
which as a whole, make up the mercury sensor and the instrumentation used to
characterize the sensing element's ability to detect mercury. Figure 3.1 is a
functional block diagram showing all the various components and how they
interact with each other.
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Figure 3.1 Block diagram of the experimental setup.
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The following sections expand on Figure 3.1, breaking up the
experimental setup into 6 sections (not including the overview section). Section
3.2 concentrates on the generation and delivery of gaseous mercury. Section
3.3 follows with a discussion of the packaging of the mercury sensor, including
the sensing element, the heater, the resistive thermal device (RTD), the oscillator
electronics and the gas chamber. Section 3.4 details the design of the oscillator
circuit. The design of the microheater and the heater driver circuitry are covered
in section 3.5. Section 3.6 follows with details on the RTD and the associated
temperature measurement circuitry. Finally, section 3.7 summarizes all the
previous sections by describing how the whole experimental setup is controlled
and monitored with the data acquisition and control system.

3.2 The Mercury Delivery and Sampling System

To characterize the SAW mercury sensor, a gaseous mercury delivery system
was designed and constructed. This was achieved using a Dynalcal0 mercury
permeation source, two VlCl Metronics U-shaped glass tube heat exchangers,
an OMEGA0 temperature controlled oven, two Cole Parmer y-valves and two
Cole Parmer 1000 sccm mass flow controllers as shown in Figure 3.2.
The generation of gaseous mercury was accomplished by using a
calibrated mercury permeation source. The source was made from a short
section of silicon rubber permeable tubing that was filled with liquid mercury and
plugged at both ends. The source was kept at a constant temperature of 50°C in

a temperature-controlled oven. At this temperature, the mercury permeated
through the walls of the silicon rubber tubing at a rate of 48nglmin.
To create a concentration of gaseous mercury, a controlled flow of dry
nitrogen was fed into the U-shaped glass tube heat exchanger. The nitrogen
was heated to 50°C by the glass beads and then passed over the permeation
source, thus creating a concentration of gaseous mercury out the other end of
the U-tube. Concentrations of mercury ranging from 20 ppb to 100 ppb were
created by varying the flow rate of nitrogen across the permeation source from
292 sccm to 59 sccm, respectively. The second U-tube without a permeation
source was used to create an identical control gas free of mercury.
The flow direction of the two gas streams was controlled by two y-valves
connected by a tee. When the y-valves were turned "off" the mercury free

Exhaust
A

Mercury
PermeationTube

3-way
Solonoid
Valves

b+ Test
Gas

d1

Exhaust

Temperature
Control
Figure 3.2 Schematic of the mercury delivery system.
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nitrogen was fed to the output of the delivery system while the gaseous mercury
was exhausted. When the y-valves were turned "on", the gaseous mercury was
fed to the output of the delivery system while the mercury-free nitrogen was
exhausted.
Fully automated control of the mercury delivery system was accomplished
by interfacing the mass flow controllers and the y-valves to a data acquisition
card installed in a computer. The mass flow controller set points were supplied
by an analog voltage between 0 and 5 volts corresponding to flows of 0 to 1000
sccm. The states of the y-valves were set by a digital voltage fed into a solenoid
driving circuit connected to the two y-valves.
Since varying flow rates are necessary to generate different
concentrations of mercury, an independent means of exposing the sensor to the
test gas was needed. A manually adjusted slip stream sampling method was
developed to control the flow of sample gas precisely across the sensing
element.
If you were to connect the output of the coupled y-valves directly to the

inlet of the mercury sensor, you would observe a varying baseline which is
dependent on the flow rate of gas through the delivery system. Figure 3.3 shows
some experimental measurements on the dependence of a mercury sensor's
baseline on the flow rate of mercury-free nitrogen flowing out of the mercury
delivery system.
As can be seen in Figure 3.3, every time the mercury delivery system
changed flow to create a new concentration, the mercury sensor experienced a

261MHz SAW Delay Line Frequency Dependence
on the Mercury Delivery System Flowrate

I

73 sccm

I

Time (min)

Figure 3.3 Sensor's dependence on the delivery system's flow rate.
change in the baseline oscillation frequency. Some of this dependence could be
reduced by using a properly designed dual delay line to measure difference
frequency, but it is always a good idea to try to reduce the sensor's dependence
on any environmental factor other than the measurand of interest.
To reduce the sensor's dependence on the delivery system's flow rate, a
slip stream sampling method was utilized, as shown in Figure 3.4. The output of
the delivery system was connected to an additional tee, where one side of the
tee was exhausted and the other side of the tee was connected to the input of
the mercury sensor. The output of the mercury sensor was then connected to
the input of a Cole Parmer 100 sccm mass flow controller. Finally, the output of
the mass flow controller was connected to a dc brushless pump. The mass flow
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Figure 3.4 Slip stream sampling method. All tubing was Teflon@ 118" outer
diameter with a 1116" inner diameter.

Improved Baseline of the 261MHz SAW Delay Line
Frequency Independent of the Mercury Delivery System Flowrate
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Figure 3.5 Sensor's improved baseline independent of the delivery system's flow
rate.

controller measured differential pressure between its input and output and
controlled the sample mass flow across the sensor to 50 sccm. Any additional
flow at the tee connector was exhausted.
After incorporating the slip stream sampling system, the sensor's baseline
became much more stable and independent of the flow rate used to generate
varying concentrations of mercury. Figure 3.5 demonstrates the improved
baseline.
Finally, the mercury delivery system was calibrated by placing a gold trap
in place of the sensor to collect numerous samples of various concentrations of
mercury. The mercury samples were measured using a Brooks Rand Cold
Vapor Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometer (CVAFS) and the delivery system was
shown to be within 10% of the expected mercury concentration.

3.3 The SAW Sensor Packaging

The following section describes the packaging of the SAW mercury sensor
with all the components necessary for exciting the SAW, maintaining the
operating temperature, and delivering the test gas to the sensing element.
The SAW sensing element with the heater, resistive thermal device (RTD),
and oscillator circuitry are shown in Figure 3.6. A square through hole was cut
out of a brass rf circuit board to provide a thermally isolated area to mount the
heater, RTD and sensing element. A 15Q microheater fabricated on a thin piece
of alumina substrate was used as both a heating element and a support
structure. Using a parallel gap welder, the microheater was attached to the
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Figure 3.6 Layout of the heater, RTD, sensing element and the rf oscillator.

brass-backed rf circuit board using platinum wires. The sensing element and a
10052 RTD were then mounted to the surface of the heater using a high

temperature ceramic-based adhesive. The heater and RTD wires were parallel
gap welded to the circuit board, while the rf SAW connections were made with an
ultrasonic wedge bonder using 25pm aluminum bonding wire.
A two-piece, Teflon@gas chamber was mounted to the top and bottom of
the circuit board around the sensing element (Figure 3.7). The gas chamber was
designed to direct the inlet gas onto the top surface of the sensing element,
around the sides of the sensing element, heater, and RTD and finally out the
center of the bottom half of the gas chamber. Once the sensor was assembled
and protected within the Teflon@gas chamber, the oscillator circuits were
assembled and wires for the power supply, heater driver circuit and temperature
measurement circuit were attached.

RF Amplifiers
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Figure 3.7 Illustration of the mercury sensor platform with the gas chamber. (a)
Top view of the mercury sensor. (b) Side view of the mercury sensor gas
chamber and gas flow path.

3.4

The Oscillator Circuitry

The oscillator circuit used on each of the delay lines is shown in Figure
3.8. The circuit was centered around two ~ini-Circuits@MAR-6 amplifiers. The
first, U1, was used as positive feedback for the delay line, while the other, U2,
was used to provide a buffered signal to the frequency counter.
U1 was biased with a 5V regulator through the 100Q potentiometer, R2,
and the 100nH inductor, L1. Inductor L1 was an RF choke, while the 10nF
capacitors, C1 and C2, were used as DC blocking capacitors preventing the rest
of the oscillator loop from seeing the DC bias. The 2.2pF capacitors, C5 and C6,
were used to shunt higher order modes and high frequency electromagnetic feed
through.
+5v

TO FREQ.
COUNTER

Figure 3.8 Schematic of the SAW oscillator.

The gain of amplifier U1 was set by the DC input current at pin 3, which
was determined by the resistor R2. Stated earlier in section 2.2, insertion losses
ranging from 13 to 16dB across the delay line required different values of gain to
satisfy the oscillation requirements. Additional losses due to mercury/gold
interactions and the fact that the amplifier was a source of phase shift causing
the delay line not to oscillate at its peak frequency increased the gain
requirements as well. To simplify the choice of R2, a 10052 potentiometer was
used to allow adjustment of the gain from 11 to 20dB.
The second amplifier, U2, was used to provide a buffered sample of the
oscillator signal to the frequency counter. Amplifier U2 was coupled to the
oscillator loop through the 11052 resistor, R1. Similar to U1, U2 was biased with
a 5V regulator through the 6252 resistor, R2, and the 100nH inductor, L2. The
gain of U2 needed only to be strong enough for the frequency counter to detect
and had no bearing on the function of the oscillator. The inductor L2 and the
capacitors C3 and C4 served the same purposes as inductor L1 and capacitors,
C1 and C2, respectively. Finally, the output of the buffer amplifier was coupled to
the frequency counter through capacitor C4 and the SMA connector.

3.5 The Microheater and the Heater Driver Circuitry
The microheater used for heating the SAW device was a custom made
chrome serpentine pattern fabricated on top of a polished alumina substrate.
(Figure 3.9) The design of the heating element was based upon two factors, the
size of the SAW device and the heater driver circuitry.
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Figure 3.9 Chrome serpentine microheater.

A low resistance heater value was desired to reduce the power supply
requirements of the heater control circuitry. Higher resistance heaters require
higher driving voltage and lower current to achieve a certain amount of power, or
heating, while lower resistance heaters require lower driving voltage and higher
current to achieve that same amount of power. Low voltage, high current power
supplies are typically cheaper and more common than high voltage power
supplies, so the resistance of the heater was chosen to be 1552.
The footprint of the SAW device and the RTD required the heater to be
0.275 x 0.35" and the serpentine pattern was designed to have 51.6 mm pattern
length and a 0.6 mm line width. The 15 52 resistance value was achieved with a
10,000

a chrome metal thickness. The resulting voltage requirements as a

function of temperature that a heater driver circuit would need to supply are
shown in Figure 3.10. At 300°C just below 14 volts were required by the
microheater.
The circuit used to power the microheater is shown in Figure 3.1 1. An
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Figure 3.10 Required driving voltage for the microheater.

Figure 3.1 1 Schematic of the heater driver circuit.
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opamp, U1, and a Darlington transistor, Q1, were setup in a high current, noninverting amplifier configuration. The gain of the amplifier was determined by the
resistors, R1 and R2, where the emitter voltage tied to the microheater was equal
to (1+ R21Rl)Vcontrol.
The input voltage, Vcontrol, was a 0 to 5V analog voltage sent by a data
acquisition card in the computer. The potentiometer, R2, was adjusted to create
a gain of 3, thus setting the maximum possible heater voltage to 15 volts. This
gave the heater a temperature range of 0 to slightly greater than 300°C.
The resistor, R3, was used to tie the input of the opamp to a fixed
reference point. It's worth noting that without R3, the input of the opamp would
be floating when the computer was shut off. This typically resulted in the heater
circuit instantaneously driving the heater with its maximum voltage. Thermal
gradients and stresses due to fast heating of the quartz substrate usually result in
the substrate cracking, ruining the sensing element. When the computer was
shut off, R3 caused Vcontrol to go to zero, disabling the heater and protecting the
sensing element.

3.6 The RTD and the Temperature Measurement Circuitry

The temperature measurement was achieved with an OMEGA@ 100R
platinum RTD wired into a 10052 bridge circuit signal conditioned with an
instrumentation amplifier. The temperature versus RTD resistance profile is
shown in Figure 3.12. The range of the RTD circuitry was chosen to be 0 to 5
volts corresponding to a temperature range of 0 to 500°C, respectively.
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The temperature measurement circuitry is shown in Figure 3.13. The RTD
was placed into a 100Q bridge circuit biased with 0.5 volts supplied by U1 set up
in a voltage follower configuration. The 1OkQ potentiometer, R1, was used to set
the bridge bias voltage to 0.5 volts. The RTD had a resistance of 100Q at O°C,
so the signal voltage produced by the 10052 bridge circuit was 0 volts at 0°C. At
500°C the RTD would have a resistance of 287.6Q, as determined by Figure
3.12, and the bridge circuit would theoretically produce a signal voltage of
%[287.6/(287.6 + 1OO)]

-

%[100/(100 + 1OO)] = 121mV. The signal voltage was

fed into the instrumentation amplifier, U2, and the gain was set to approximately
41.3 by the 5kQ potentiometer, R5. The amplifier's output voltage across the
1OkQ resistor, R6, was fed into a data acquisition card installed in the computer.
Since the RTD's resistance versus temperature relationship was known ( Figure
3.12), the temperature measurement circuit's output voltage could be determined
as a function of the RTD temperature.
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Figure 3.12 Plot of temperature versus RTD resistance.
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Figure 3.13 Schematic of the RTD temperature measurement circuit.

3.7

Data Acquisition and Control

The temperature control, mercury delivery system control, and data
acquisition were accomplished by using a C++ program running on a 200 Mhz
computer. The computer was equipped with a National Instruments data
acquisition card for measuring and sending digital and analog signals. The
computer was also equipped with a National lnstruments GPlB card for
interfacing to a HP3109 frequency counter. Figure 3.14 shows how the computer
was interfaced to the support electronics, mercury delivery system, and
measurement equipment.
The sensing element's operating temperature was maintained with the
microheater, the heater driver circuitry, the RTD, and the temperature
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Figure 3.14 Schematic of the control of the experimental setup.

measurement circuitry. The 0 to 5 volt analog signal from the temperature
measurement circuit was read by the data acquisition card installed in the
computer. The computer used an equation which converted the measured
voltage into a temperature. It then used a PID algorithm to determine a new
voltage set point (between 0 and 5V) which was sent out via the data acquisition
card to the heater driver circuit.
The control of the mercury delivery system was accomplished with the
data acquisition card using one digital and two analog outputs. Each mass flow
controller required a 0 to 5 volt analog voltage from the card corresponding to a
flow set point of 0 to 1000 sccm. The digital output was sent to a y-valve
switching circuit which applied a momentary 12 volt signal to open the y-valves
and then dropped the voltage down to 5 volts to keep them open. The circuit
switched both y-valves at the same time, thus toggling the flows of the two gases
between the exhaust and the output of the mercury delivery system.
Finally, the oscillation frequencies of the two SAW delay lines were
measured using a Hewlett Packard HP3109 high frequency counter that
interfaced to the computer with a GPlB card.

Chapter 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This chapter discusses the experimental data acquired with the SAW
mercury sensor. Beginning with section 4.1, the testing protocol used to evaluate
the sensors is explained. The data processing and the evaluation procedures
are also described. Next, section 4.2 examines the response magnitude and
slope for the SAW mercury sensor as a function of the gold film thickness.
Section 4.3 follows up with a close examination of the response slope as a
function of the mercury concentration. Finally, section 4.4 summarizes the data
with a discussion of the results.

4.1. The Testing Protocol

Eight SAW mercury sensors, each with a different gold film thickness,
were exposed to various concentrations of mercury. The gold film thicknesses
were 25, 50, 75, 100,200, 300, 400 and 500A of gold on top of 50A tungsten
adhesion layers. The tungsten and gold films were deposited in the same
deposition run using DC and RF magnetron sputtering, respectively. The
mercury gas concentrations were chosen to be 20,40,60,80 and 100 ppb
mercury in nitrogen. The operating temperature of the SAW delay line was
chosen to be 50°C throughout the testing sequence, except to desorb mercury
from the gold film in between gas exposures. Figure 4.1 shows the SAW
temperature and mercury concentration profiles for the testing sequence used.
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Figure 4.1 Temperature and concentration profile for all the gold film
thicknesses tested.
First the sensor was heated to 150°C for 45 minutes to drive off any
mercury that may have been amalgamated with the gold film. Next the sensor
was given 1 hour and 15 minutes to cool down to 50°C and to establish a
baseline. The sensor was then exposed to the gaseous mercury for 1 hour and
finally the sensor was allowed to recover in mercury-free nitrogen for another
hour. The four-hour testing sequence was repeated for each additional
concentration tested. Thus for a total of 5 concentrations levels, the total time
required was 20 hours.

To ensure the mercury concentrations were stabilized at the time of
exposure, the delivery system mass flow rates were set at the beginning of each
four-hour sequence. This gave the delivery system two hours to equilibrate prior
to each exposure.
Figure 4.2 shows a 75A gold coated SAW response as an example of a typical
general SAW response profile. The general response profiles were then put
through a 23 point Savitzky-Golay smoothing routine to clean up the data and
then a first derivative algorithm was used to calculate the slope of the response
[46-471. Each general response profile and general response slope profile was
then broken up into 4 hour intervals to allow the independent qualitative
evaluation of each gas concentration profile.
Due to the large quantity of plots, only the 100ppb mercury response
magnitude and response slope curves are shown in the next section. For
Gold Film SAW Response
75G50T@5O0C

time (min)

1- old Frequency - concentration]
Figure 4.2 A typical general gas response profile for a 75 angstrom gold-coated
mercury sensor.

completeness, the whole set of data is given in the Appendix. The qualitative
shapes of the responses across the whole range of gold film thickness were
similar for all the concentrations tested. The 100ppb mercury responses were
chosen because the effects of mass loading and elasticity were amplified due to
the larger concentration of mercury. The next section, however, does contain
summary plots of response magnitude and slope as a function of gold film
thickness for all the concentrations tested.

4.2. Response Magnitude and Slope vs. Thickness

Sensor response magnitude and slope curves for eight gold film
and 500A) exposed to 100 ppb
thicknesses (i.e. 25,50,75,100,200,300,400
mercury at 50°C are shown in Figures 4.3 to 4.10. The 25A gold film, shown in
Figure 4.3, responded most quickly, with a maximum negative slope of 1.01
kHzlmin, but was also the quickest to become saturated at only 5.8 kHz of
frequency shift after one hour of exposure. For the 50A gold film shown in Figure
4.4, the one hour response magnitude was considerably larger at approximately
10.4 kHz of frequency shift, while the maximum negative response slope became
slightly smaller at approximately 0.95 kHzlmin. For the 75A gold film, shown in
Figure 4.5, the largest one hour response magnitude occurred with roughly 11.5
kHz of frequency shift. The maximum negative slope for this thickness was
approximately 0.99 kHzlmin. For the 100A gold film shown in Figure 4.6, both
the one hour response magnitude and maximum negative slope became smaller

at 10.7 kHz and 0.85 kHzImin, respectively. This decreasing sensitivity trend
continued for further thickness increases from 200 to ~ O O as
A shown in Figures
4.7 to 4.1 0.
Figure 4.1 1 summarizes the data from the previous 100 ppb Hg response
curves. Looking carefully, it is obvious that for the 100 ppb Hg exposure, the
largest response magnitude occurred with the 75A gold film. The 75A film also
had the 2ndlargest response slope followed closely by the 50 and 100A gold
films.
In fact, for all the concentrations tested (Figures 4.1 1 to 4.15), the 25A
gold film produced the largest maximum negative response slopes and the
smallest one hour response magnitudes.
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Figure 4.3 Response magnitude and slope for the 25A gold film to 100 ppb Hg at
50°C.
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Figure 4.4 Response magnitude and slope for the 50A gold film to 100 ppb Hg
at 50°C.
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Figure 4.5 Response magnitude and slope for the 75A gold film to 100 ppb Hg
at 50°C.
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Figure 4.6 Response magnitude and slope for the 100A gold film to 100 ppb Hg
at 50°C.
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Figure 4.7 Response magnitude and slope for the 200A gold film to 100 ppb Hg
at 50°C.
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at 50°C.
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Figure 4.10 Response magnitude and slope for the 500A gold film to 100 ppb
Hg at 50°C.

For the 20 ppb Hg exposures (Figure 4.12) the largest one hour response
magnitude and the 2ndlargest maximum negative response slope occurred for
the 100A gold film. For the 40 and 80 ppb Hg summary plots (Figures 4.13 and
4.15, respectively) once again the 75A film produced the largest one hour
response magnitude. The 200A film produced the largest one hour response
magnitude for the 60 ppb Hg exposures (Figure 4.14). For the 40, 60, and 80
ppb Hg summary plots, the data showed the trend of decreasing response slope
as a function of gold film thickness.
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Figure 4.1 1 Absolute response magnitude and maximum negative slope as a
function of gold film thickness for 100 ppb Hg at 50°C.
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Figure 4.12 Absolute response magnitude and maximum negative slope as a
function of gold film thickness for 20 ppb Hg at 50°C.
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Figure 4.13 Absolute response magnitude and maximum negative slope as a
function of gold film thickness for 40 ppb Hg at 50°C.
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Figure 4.14 Absolute response magnitude and maximum negative slope as a
function of gold film thickness for 60 ppb Hg at 50°C.
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Figure 4.15 Absolute response magnitude and maximum negative slope as a
function of gold film thickness for 80 ppb Hg at 50°C.

4.3. Response Magnitude and Slope vs. Concentration
Figure 4.1 6 shows the 2 5 response
~
magnitudes for all the concentrations
tested, while Figure 4.17 shows the response slopes. Although very sensitive
with plenty of response slope, the 25A film became saturated very quickly. Even
after only 30 minutes of exposure (Figure 4.17) it was impossible to tell one
concentration's response curve from another.
Figure 4.18 shows the 75A response magnitudes for all the concentrations
tested, while Figure 4.19 shows the response slopes. You can see that there is
still plenty of response slope with the useful lifetime of the sensor being
significantly extended. This is demonstrated by the larger response magnitudes
58

and the wider response slope peaks, especially for the lower concentrations of
mercury.
Figure 4.20 shows the ~ O O response
A
magnitudes for all the
concentrations tested, while Figure 4.2 1 shows the response slopes. First, there
was a drastic reduction in the response magnitude and the smoothness of the
shape of the response. This was further stressed by the limited response slopes
and the presence of double peaks in the response slope curves.
Figure 4.22 is a summary plot showing the variation in maximum negative
response slope as a function of concentration for each thickness. Both the 25
and 75A films had a measurement resolution of 8.3 (Hz/min)/ppb Hg, while the
500A film had only 3.1 (Hz/min)/ppb Hg.
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Figure 4.16 Response magnitudes for the 25A gold film exposed to 20, 40, 60,
80, and 100 ppb Hg at 50°C.
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Figure 4.17 Response slopes for the 25A gold film exposed to 20,40, 60, 80,
and 100 ppb Hg at 50°C.
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Figure 4.19 Response slopes for the 75A gold film exposed to 20, 40, 60, 80,
and 100 ppb Hg at 50°C.
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Figure 4.20 Response magnitudes for the 500A gold film exposed to 20, 40, 60,
80, and 100 ppb Hg at 50°C.
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Figure 4.21 Response slopes for the 500A gold film exposed to 20, 40, 60, 80,
and 100 ppb Hg at 50°C.
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Figure 4.22 Absolute maximum negative response slope as a function of
concentration for 25, 75, and 500A gold films at 50°C.

4.4. Discussion of the Results

Upon exposure to mercury, the SAW response was driven by the
changing mechanical properties of the gold film. For all the film thicknesses the
response was dominated by mass loading, as witnessed by the decrease in
oscillation frequency (Figures 4.3 to 4.10). The thicker films (200 to 500A) had
an additional stiffening effect that reduced the overall magnitude and slope
response.
Looking at the summary curves for the response magnitude and slope as
a function of thickness (Figures 4.1 1 to 4.15), some general trends are obvious.
Evaluating the response slope first, we see that the response slope as a function
of thickness decreased from 25 to 200A and then leveled off up to 500A. This
would suggest that as the gold film thickness increased, the accessibility of the
mercury to the available gold surface decreased. This was most likely related to
the packing structure of the gold film as a function of gold film thickness. In the
, gold films were continuous and the structures of the
range of 200 to ~ o o Athe
gold films were probably very similar.
Looking at the response magnitude as a function of gold film thickness, we
see that it dramatically increased going from 25 to somewhere in the range of 75
,
it peaked. A slight further reduction in response magnitude
to ~ o o Awhere
followed by a general leveling off occurred for films in the range of 100 to 300A.
Finally, for the thickest films in the range of 300 to ~ o o Athe
, response magnitude
was significantly reduced even more.

For the first range of film thicknesses, 25 to 100A, we can most likely
attribute the increasing sensitivity trend to the increased mass loading (surface
adsorption) due to the growing surface area. Hemispherical growth of the gold
islands as the film thickness increases would result in a maximum sensitivity
peak corresponding to the moment when the hemi-spherical islands are just
touching each other (Figure 2.7 : Case B). This film thickness, h,, , corresponds
to a film thickness in the range of 75 to 100A. Also for this range, elastic
stiffening would be minimal for a non-continuous film.
For the second range of film thicknesses, 100 to ~ o o Aa, slight increase in
film thickness resulted in a further decrease in sensitivity. As the hemi-spherical
gold islands come together and become continuous there is a further reduction in
the available surface area resulting in a reduction in mass loading (surface
adsorption). Leveling off of the sensitivity indicates that the available surface
area had become constant or in other words, the surface structure was very
similar for the film thicknesses in the upper part of that range. Elastic stiffening,
is just starting to come into play for the upper part of this range and could
account for additional loss is sensitivity.
, majority of the
For the last range of film thicknesses, 300 to ~ o o Athe
response is still due to mass loading, but it is accompanied by a detrimental
elastic stiffening response. It is believed that the surface structure and therefore,
surface area available for mass loading is relatively constant for films in the
range of 200 to 500A. If this is the case, then the additional loss in sensitivity
must be due to elastic stiffening. Also, for the thicker films, the further reduction

in response magnitude did not coexist with a corresponding decrease in the
response slope as a function of gold film thickness. This suggests that elastic
stiffening may have been responsible for the reduction of response magnitude.
The sensor's ability to detect mercury concentration was demonstrated for
the 25, 75, and 500A gold films shown in Figure 4.22. Technically, any gold film
thickness could be used to quantify mercury concentration once a slope vs.
concentration curve is obtained. Practically, the accuracy of the sensor is
determined, in part, by the measurement resolution (change in slope as a
function of concentration). As shown, the 25 and 75A gold films yielded a
measurement resolution of 8.3 (Hzlmin)/ppb Hg, while the 500A film yielded a
much smaller resolution of 3.1 (Hz/min)/ppb Hg. However, because of the
smaller thickness, the useful lifetime of the 25A gold film was limited.
This is further demonstrated by Figure 4.23, where the 25A gold film slope
vs. concentration is plotted for different amounts of time into the exposure. After
2.5 minutes of exposure to mercury, the slope as a function of mercury was fairly
linear, with a measurement resolution of 6.8 (Hz/min)/ppb Hg, but it appears that
the 100ppb Hg data point was moving away from the linear line already. After
5.0 minutes of exposure, only the 20ppb Hg data point was still on the original
linear line and the sensor was useless for concentrations above 20ppb Hg. After
7.5 minutes, the sensor was completely useless for any concentration of mercury
greater than 20ppb Hg.
Figure 4.24 shows the 50A gold film slope vs. concentration for different
amounts of time into the exposure. After 2.5 minutes of exposure, the slope as a

function of concentration was linear with a measurement resolution of 8.1
(Hz/min)/ppb Hg, but still suffered from a limited useful lifetime. After 5.0 minutes
of exposure, only concentrations between 20 to 40 ppb Hg were reliably
determined. After 7.5 minutes of exposure only the 20ppb Hg exposure was
reliably determined.
Figures 4.25 and Figures 4.26 show the 75 and 100A gold film slope vs.
concentration plots, respectively. For the 75A gold film, the measurement
resolution was 8.7 (Hz/min)/ppb Hg, while for the 1OOAfilm the resolution was
slightly reduced to 6.4 (Hz/min)/ppb Hg. For both gold film thicknesses, the
whole range of concentrations up to 100ppb Hg was determined fairly accurately
up to 5 minutes into the exposure. After 7.5, 10, and 15 minutes of exposure
only concentrations 60ppb Hg and below, 40ppb Hg and below, and 20ppb Hg
and below were determined, respectively.
The 500A gold film slope vs. concentration plots are shown in Figure 4.27.
The whole range of concentrations were determined up to 7.5 minutes of
exposure and even after 10 minutes of exposure concentrations 80ppb Hg and
below were determined. Unfortunately, the measurement resolution was only 2.6
(Hz/min)/ppb Hg, which limited how accurately the lower concentrations of
mercury could be determined.
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Figure 4.23 Absolute negative response slope as a function of concentration for
the 25A gold film with times of 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, and 15 minutes into the exposure.
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Figure 4.24 Absolute negative response slope as a function of concentration for
the 50A gold film with times of 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, and 15 minutes into the exposure.
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Figure 4.25 Absolute negative response slope as a function of concentration for
the 75A gold film with times of 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, and 15 minutes into the exposure.
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Figure 4.26 Absolute negative response slope as a function of concentration for
the loo!! gold film with times of 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, and 15 minutes into the exposure.
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Figure 4.27 Absolute negative response slope as a function of concentration for
the 500A gold film with times of 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, and 15 minutes into the exposure.

Chapter 5. SUMMARY,
CONCLUSIONS
AND FUTURE
WORK

5.1.

Summary

A SAW-based sensor for the detection of gaseous mercury has been
described. In Chapter 1, the impact of mercury pollution was reviewed and the
need for an ambient, real-time monitor for elemental mercury was defined. Then,
a detailed review of the history and operation of the various mercury
microsensors was presented, along with the advantages and disadvantages of
using them.
Chapter 2 described the operation of the SAW mercury sensor. First the
physical layout and the operation of a simple delay line was presented.
Following, the split-finger transducer was introduced as a means of reducing a
second-order effect called the triple-transit response. Next the experimental
SAW delay line design parameters were illustrated and the conditions necessary
for creating an oscillator configuration were described. The use of a thin gold film
as a sensing mechanism for mercury was reviewed and the mechanical
perturbations experienced by the SAW were explained. Based on these
mechanical perturbations, a simple model was developed to explain the overall
trend in the mercury sensor's responses as a function of the gold film thickness.
Chapter 3 described in detail the experimental setup surrounding the SAW
sensing element. The design and construction of the gaseous mercury delivery
system were illustrated and thoroughly explained. A sampling method for
exposing the SAW sensor to gaseous mercury was presented and shown to

reduce the sensor's sensitivity to flow rate changes and pressure spikes caused
by the mercury delivery system. The packaging of the SAW mercury sensor with
all the components necessary for exciting the SAW, maintaining the operating
temperature, and delivering the test gas to the sensing element was then
described. Next the oscillator circuitry was illustrated and its operation was
explained. The micro-heater, the RTD, and their corresponding circuits were
shown and their operation was discussed. Finally, a data acquisition system was
described showing how the various parts of the experimental setup were
interfaced and controlled.
Chapter 4 presented the experimental results acquired with the SAW
mercury sensor. The experimental testing protocol was laid out, and the
procedure for processing and evaluating the data was explained. Following, a
detailed evaluation of the response magnitude and slope as a function of the gold
film thickness was presented and summarized. Similarly, a qualitative and
quantitative analysis of the response magnitude and slope, as a function of the
mercury concentration, ensued. Finally, a discussion of the results revealed the
pros and cons of the various film thicknesses tested and determined the optimum
film thickness for the SAW mercury sensor.

5.2.

Conclusions

Utilizing perturbation theory for mechanical effects, it is known that the
SAW is sensitive to both mass loading (frequency decrease) and elastic
stiffening (frequency increase). The experimental results presented in this thesis

have demonstrated that both of these effects are present and the extent of each
of these effects has a strong dependence on the gold film thickness. In general,
for thinner films the response was dominated by the mass loading response,
while for thicker films the net response was a superposition of both mass loading
and elastic stiffening.
For a sensing film from 25 to somewhere in the range of 75 to 100A, the
response magnitude was dominated by mass loading and increased with respect
to the gold film thickness, while the stiffening response was found to be
, response
negligible. For a sensing film in the range of 100 to ~ o o Athe
magnitude was still dominated by mass loading, but significantly reduced. For
sensing films in the range of 200 to ~ o o Athe
, majority of the response magnitude
was still attributed to mass loading, but an accompanying stiffening response
resulted in a reduction in the overall response.
The explanation of this behavior is relatively straightforward, and a simple
model was developed to explain the sensor response. For thin films which form
hemispherical gold islands, the surface area, and therefore mass of surface
mercury, increased with respect to the film thickness. The maximized surface
area occurs when the hemispherical gold islands are just touching each other.
Over this range, 0< h < hmax, where hmaxcorresponds to the film with maximized
surface area in the range of 75 to 100A, increasing thickness will result in
increased adsorption.
For a slightly thicker film, h > hmax, the mass loading (surface adsorption)
is reduced as the hemispherical gold islands grow into each other resulting in a

reduction in the available surface. Over this range, h > h,,, , where
h corresponds to a film in the range of 100 to ~ o o Aincreasing
,
thickness will

result in an initial decrease followed by a leveling in the amount of adsorption.

,
For h >> h,,, , corresponding to a film in the range of 300 to ~ o o A the
surface mercury layer remains essentially constant and the sensitivity to the
surface mercury layer is unaffected by increasing thickness.
Within the bulk of the film, the small amount of absorbed mercury
increases mass only slightly, but dramatically increases the film stiffness. For the
thinner films (25 to 300A) the amount of stiffening is negligible, but for the thicker
films (300 to 500A) the amount of stiffening significantly reduces the overall
sensor response.
The net sensor response is a superposition of mass loading (surface
adsorption) and elastic stiffening (diffusion into the bulk). The sensitivity
increases for increasing thicknesses up to h,,, , due to mass loading effects of
the increased surface area outweighing the elasticity effects of increased bulk
volume, while the sensitivity decreases for increasing thickness for films in the
range of 300 to ~ o o Adue
, to the only slight increase in film mass being offset by
the increase in stiffness.
Observation of the response slope across the whole range of thicknesses
also demonstrated some thickness dependence. The rate at which the mercury
absorbed onto the gold film surface decreased with respect to the film thickness
as it approached and became a continuous film. The packing structure of the

gold films should become much tighter and less accessible as they become
continuous, accounting for the reduction in the absorption rate.
For films larger than this continuous film thickness (100 to ~ o o A )the
,
absorption rate was found to be almost constant up to 500A. One would expect
the structures of the films in the range of 200 to 500A to be very similar,
accounting for the almost constant absorption rate across the upper range of film
thicknesses tested.
Evaluation of the response slope as a function of mercury concentration
showed some very interesting results as well. First, it can be stated that any gold
film thickness could have been used to detect mercury because all the film
thicknesses demonstrated fairly good linearity for the response slope as a
function of mercury concentration. The limitations, however, were determined by
the measurement resolution (change in slope as a function of concentration) and
the useful lifetime of the sensor.
For the 25A gold film, the measurement resolution was good at 8.3
(Hz/min)/ppb Hg, but the lifetime was short due to the limited amount of gold
surface area. Even after only 2.5 minutes of exposure, 100 ppb Hg exposure
could not be resolved. On the other hand, the 500A gold film had a long lifetime,
but the additional stiffening effect degraded the measurement resolution to only
3.1 (Hz/min)/ppb Hg. This severely reduced the accuracy to which the
concentration could be determined.
The best combination of lifetime and measurement resolution was
achieved with the 75 and 100A gold films. For the 75A gold film, the

measurement resolution was 8.7 (Hzlmin)lppb Hg, while for the 100A film the
resolution was only slightly reduced to 6.4 (Hzlmin)/ppb Hg. For both gold film
thicknesses, the whole range of concentrations up to 100ppb Hg could be
determined fairly accurately up to 5 minutes into the exposure. Even after 7.5
minutes of exposure, concentrations of 60 ppb Hg and below could be
determined.
In conclusion, this thesis has demonstrated that the SAW delay line
combined with a gold sensing film is an excellent means of detecting and
quantifying low concentrations of gaseous mercury. By selecting a gold film
thickness in the range of 75 to 100A, the lifetime and measurement resolution
are optimized by maximizing the mass loading response, while minimizing the
elastic stiffening effect.

5.3.

Future Work

A great deal of work still needs to be done in the areas of engineering,
chemistry, and surface science in order to fully understand the mechanisms
behind the operation of the SAW mercury sensor. Also, a carefully designed set
of experiments could truly demonstrate the full capabilities of the SAW mercury
sensor across a much wider range of concentrations.
The first task should be the layout of a temperature compensated dual delay
line structure. Previous work to create a dual delay line SAW sensor has proven
to be difficult due to the fact that the turnover temperature of the SAW will shift
down in frequency when a metal is deposited onto its delay line [48]. For the

mercury sensor, the best dual delay line solution is to deposit identical materials
with identical thicknesses in such a way that only the sensor delay line will be
exposed to the mercury. First a gold film should be deposited onto the reference
delay line. Next, a Si02 passivation layer should be deposited over both the
reference and sensor delay lines. Finally, another gold film with the same
thickness as the reference should be deposited onto the sensor delay path on
top of the Si02 passivation layer. This method ensures that both delay lines
have identical materials and turnover temperatures, while only allowing the
sensor delay line to be exposed to the gaseous mercury [49].
Additionally, a RTD on the top surface and a heater on the bottom surface of
the dual delay line SAW could simplify the packaging considerably. Other
improvements could be made to shrink the overall size of the sensor packaging
and also the gas chamber.
In the area of surface science, it would be a great advantage if the gold
sensing films could be studied using atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM), and Auger spectroscopy. AFM and STM could help
in identifying how the film structure will change as a function of the film thickness
and deposition methods. Knowing this information prior to gaseous mercury
exposure could be instrumental to understanding why one sensor response is
better or different than another. After exposure to mercury, the various gold films
could be evaluated with Auger spectroscopy to qualitatively determine the
penetration depths of the mercury as well as the relative amounts with respect to
the whole set of sensing films.

Understanding the chemistry involved in the mercury/gold interaction may
give insight into understanding the shape of the sensor responses. Looking
closely at the magnitude responses shown in Figures 4.3 to 4.1 0, the responses
actually have two very distinctive slopes. The first, initial, slope is most likely a
factor of the mass loading caused by the adsorption of mercury onto the gold
surface, while the much slower secondary slope is most likely driven by the
diffusion of mercury into the bulk of the gold film. Research into the literature for
constants related to the adsorption and absorption of mercury onto and into gold
could be compared to the time constants extracted from the sensor responses.
Finally, the sensor needs to be more thoroughly characterized. Once
A)
a much
again, various film thicknesses should be utilized (25 to ~ O O O across
wider temperature range (25 to 150°C) and much wider concentration range (1,
10, 100, and 1000 ppb Hg). A carefully designed set of experiments may give
significant insight into the mercury/gold interaction as a function of thickness,
temperature, and concentration.
For example, the data presented in this thesis demonstrated that mass
loading was the dominant mechanism for all the gold film thicknesses tested at
50°C, while elastic stiffening was present for films 200A and greater. If the
operating temperature was reduced to room temperature, could we expect the
level of mass loading to increase and the level of elastic stiffening to decrease?
If the operating temperature was increased to 1OO°C, could we expect the level

of mass loading to decrease and the level of elastic stiffening to increase? And
finally, if we tested a high enough concentration, utilized the appropriate film

thickness, and maintained an optimum operating temperature could we achieve a
SAW mercury sensor response that was dominated by elastic stiffening resulting
in an increasing frequency response?
Clearly, there is a significant amount of work that still needs to be done in
the areas of surface science and chemistry in addition to the engineering in order
to fully understand the mechanisms behind the SAW mercury sensor.
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Appendix A. The Complete Data Set
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Figure A.2 50 8( gold film exposed to 20 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.3 75 8( gold film exposed to 20 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.4 100 8( gold film exposed to 20 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.5 200 A gold film exposed to 20 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.6 300 A gold film exposed to 20 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.7 400 A gold film exposed to 20 ppb mercury
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Figure A.8 500 A gold film exposed to 20 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.10 50 A gold film exposed to 40 ppb mercury.
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Figure A . l l 75 A gold film exposed to 40 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.12 100 A gold film exposed to 40 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.13 200 A gold film exposed to 40 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.14 300 A gold film exposed to 40 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.15 400 A gold film exposed to 40 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.16 500 A gold film exposed to 40 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.17 25 A gold film exposed to 60 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.18 50 A gold film exposed to 60 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.20 100 A gold film exposed to 60 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.21 200 A gold film exposed to 60 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.22 300 A gold film exposed to 60 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.23 400 A gold film exposed to 60 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.24 500 A gold film exposed to 60 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.25 25 A gold film exposed to 80 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.26 50 A gold film exposed to 80 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.27 75 A gold film exposed to 80 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.28 100 A gold film exposed to 80 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.30 300 A gold film exposed to 80 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.31 400 A gold film exposed to 80 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.32 500 A gold film exposed to 80 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.33 25 A gold film exposed to 100 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.34 50 A gold film exposed to 100 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.35 75 A gold film exposed to 100 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.36 100 A gold film exposed to 100 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.37 200 A gold film exposed to 100 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.38 300 A gold film exposed to 100 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.39 400 A gold film exposed to 100 ppb mercury.
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Figure A.40 500 A gold film exposed to 100 ppb mercury.
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